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Jason, and his cat Gareth, travel through time in nine different countries.

When their teacher must miss school for a week, the children plan to behave miserably.

How people all over the world celebrate sunrise.

A description of various properties of air, including occupying space and dissolving in water.

Describes how the tilt of the earth and sunshine are responsible for the earth's seasons.

Wordless book of a snowman who comes to life, is taken home by a boy and in turn takes him on a flight over the countryside.

A Siamese cat with the ability to walk on two legs is accidentally left in the snowy mountains and finds his way home on cross country skis.

Everyone in the first grade tries to make Jim feel better when his dog Muffins is killed by a car.

First grader Jim doesn't know what to do when the teacher asks everyone to paint a picture of what they want to be when they grow up.


When Helen tries to live up to her nickname of "Bad Helen," she soon realizes that she might be held back a year.


A Japanese boy saves his village from haunting nightmares by rescuing a baku which eats bad dreams.


A step-by-step description of what happens to a letter from the time of deposit until arrival.


Black and white photo essay of a variety of wholesale markets which supply New York City with food for the next day.


With six beautiful sisters, Crustacea was a very ordinary princess who didn't fit the pattern, didn't want to and set out to make a life of her own.


Two brothers finally discover who in their apartment building is playing a harmonica.


Meribah Simon travels west in 1849, but finds she may be abandoned in the desert with a father too sick to travel.


Grasshopper meets some unusual characters when he sets out upon a new road.


A lavish alphabet book featuring human forms made from objects beginning with each letter.
When cat invites mouse to dinner, cat is surprised by mouse's ingenuity.

Marshall's cartoon characters bring a new look to an old set of nursery rhymes.

Because of a dream, a poor man travels to a far city to look for a treasure but finds it only when he returns home.

Given a model of a castle, William discovers it becomes real and shrinks to fit it and the adventures it holds.